Bleeding subaru brakes
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There are 10 references cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This
article has been viewed , times. Sometimes, when the brake fluid level drops too low in the
master cylinder reservoir, air bubbles can get caught in the lines, reducing the overall strength
of the brake fluid column. Getting the air out of the brake fluid column will restore the full
strength of the hydraulic brakes. However, if your car has ABS antilock brake system brakes,
you will need to have a professional mechanic bleed the brakes as they will use a special scan
tool to cycle the pump and valves. To bleed car brakes, suck the old brake fluid out with a
turkey baster and refill it with new fluid. Loosen the bleeder valves and attach plastic tubing to
the bleeder bolt, placing the other end into a bottle filled with inches of brake fluid. Depress the
brake pedal and turn the bolt slightly to the left so the old fluid can drain through the tubing into
the bottle. When the fluid stops, close the valve and repeat the process until new, clear fluid
comes from the tube. For tips on keeping the master cylinder reservoir filled with fluid as you
bleed the brakes, read on! Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of
people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every
dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you.
Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does
not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to
continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow
great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust
wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article parts. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need.
Related Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of Remove the top of the master cylinder reservoir. It
is usually a light-colored reservoir with a black cap in line with your brake pedal in the engine
compartment. Consult your manual or a mechanic if you need additional help finding it. During
a typical oil change, a mechanic will check the other fluids in your car. Simply ask next time you
get an oil change done to find out where the reservoir is. Draw out the old fluid. Using a clean
turkey baster, suck out as much of the old, inky fluid as you can. Collect the old fluid in a jar or
bottle that you can later label as old brake fluid. This will ensure only clean fluid gets pumped
into the lines while you work. Labeling containers is the safest way to ensure it does not
accidentally get used again. Be sure to recycle your old brake fluid. Consult your local
government to see where you can drop it off. Clean the reservoir. After you've gotten all the old
brake fluid out, clean any sediment out of the reservoir, if accessible, with a clean, lint-free rag.
Clean up any spilled fluid with a brake cleaner fluid or soap and water. Fill the master cylinder
with clean brake fluid. You will be able to see the fill line in or on the reservoir as you fill. You
will do this periodically to make sure no air is being pulled in from the reservoir side during the
bleeding process. If the fluid gets to about half-full, you need to refill it. Replace the top of the
master cylinder reservoir. Make sure to put the cap back on the reservoir and tighten to the right
after each filling. Negative pressure in the lines during bleeding can cause fluid to shoot out of
the reservoir if it is open. Pump the brake pedal about 15 times. This is simply going to charge
the lines with the new brake fluid. Prepare the bleeder valves. They are typically behind the
brake system of each tire, and you may need to remove the tires to get access. Bleeder valves
look different for different types of brakes, but they are typically a hex bolt shape with a
nozzle-type extension off the front. Leave them closed though. A little oil drizzled or sprayed on
the bolts the day before will help to loosen them. Breaking a bleeder valve will cause some
costly damage. Do not use a crescent wrench. You do not want to strip the valve, rounding the
edges to loosen and tighten again. Consult your manual to determine the order of the wheels to
bleed. If you cannot find the information in the manual or online, do not fear. Work from the
furthest tire from the reservoir to the nearest tire. This makes sure that the air is gradually bled
from furthest down the line until there is none left. Part 2 of Getting the car off the ground will
give you easier access to the bleeder screws. Be especially cautious that the wheels are
blocked and on stands before getting underneath the vehicle. Place a jack stand under the
frame after lifting each section to keep the car in the air. Have your assistant get into the car
now before you get underneath the car. That way if any rocking occurs, you will both be safe.
You can use an alternative spacer, if necessary. This will prevent the pedal from traveling too
close to the floor as you begin to bleed the brakes. This is needed so you do not bottom out
pistons in the master cylinder and cause internal master cylinder leakage. Hook a tube to the
bleeder bolt of the tire furthest from the reservoir. Using a piece of clear plastic tubing aquarium
tubing works fine , push one end of the tube over the brake bleeder bolt. Put the other end of
the tube into a jar filled with clean brake fluid. This will keep air from being sucked back into the
brake cylinder or lines. You can also see air bubbles as the air is flushed from the lines. They
may be dispersing somewhere else. At the very least, you will be clearing the old brake fluid
out. Have your helper press and hold the brake. The force should be equivalent to coming to a

slow stop at a stop sign. The calling back and forth will ensure you are both certain that the
brake is pressed or not when it needs to be. Turn the bleeder bolt to the left one quarter-turn.
Old fluid and air will go down the tubing into the bottle. Note : Warn your helper that the brake
pedal they are pressing down will sink down as you unlock the bleeder bolt a quarter turn. This
is perfectly natural, and your helper needs to keep pressure until it stops and hold it down.
Close the bleeder valve when the trickling stops. Just like you opened it, but in reverse, turn the
valve a quarter turn to the right. Closing the valve now ensures that while the pressure is
pushing outward, nothing is going to be sucked back into the line when the brake is released.
Ask your helper to release the brake. This completes one cycle of bleeding that particular line.
Your brakes are a little closer to being cleared and clean. It can take up to 8 or 10 cycles to fully
clear the line, especially for the further away tires. Repeat this process until new, clear fluid
comes from the bleeder tube. After every 5 or 6 times through the cycle, top off the master
cylinder reservoir with fresh fluid. Repeat the process on the other brakes. Move to the next
furthest wheel from the reservoir and repeat the process with your partner. Be sure to bleed the
brakes at all 4 tires. If you only do a few, you may only move the air bubbles to a different line or
section. To remove air in the hydraulic system so that you have efficient and safe braking. Not
Helpful 0 Helpful Not Helpful 1 Helpful After installing new brake pads, a master cylinder, and
bleeding brakes, the brake pedal still goes to the floor. What could be the problem? It could be a
possible fluid leak from a split flexible brake pipe. It could also be that the new master cylinder
wasn't bench bled before installing. Not Helpful 2 Helpful It will be on the top half of the caliper,
near where the brake line is attached. Not Helpful 3 Helpful Not Helpful 11 Helpful Changing the
brake pads does not involve opening the hydraulic circuit, so it does not result in air getting
into the circuit which is when the system has to be bled. Not Helpful 14 Helpful When bleeding
my brakes, the fluid is coming out in a strong stream. Is this normal? Yes, the strength of the
stream will depend on how hard and fast your helper presses on the brake pedal and how far
you open the bleeder valve. If there is air in the system, the stream will contain bubbles and may
kind of sputter. Air in the system is indicated by spongy brakes. You should bleed each wheel
cylinder until the fluid is clean, clear and free of any bubbles. Not Helpful 7 Helpful Why does
my brake pedal go all the way to the floor after I changed my brakes? You need to pump the
brake pedal while the car is stationary until the pads tighten onto the rotors. Not Helpful 9
Helpful The bleeder valve has a rounded end, so you need a hose that will fit tight over it.
Depending on how badly it is stripped, you may want to use a "easy out" drill kit or in the worst
case scenario, weld another bolt to the stripped head and back it out that way. Not Helpful 16
Helpful Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. Some
later model vehicles call for a special bleed procedure known as a "Bleeding Sequence" due to
the various valves and systems used. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Always start from the furthest of
the master brake cylinder. Usually, it's back right to back left, then front right to front left.
Bleeder bolts can become difficult to remove. Use a proper-fitting box wrench to keep from
rounding them off. If you don't know what you are doing, get a professional to assist you.
Improper bleeding can cause air to get into the system and cause the brakes to not work
properly. Brake fluid will destroy the paint on your car. Take care not to spill it on paint. Helpful
1 Not Helpful 0. Always use the manufacturer's recommended brake fluid for your car. Helpful 0
Not Helpful 2. Doing this alone is not recommended, air can be sucked in around the threads of
the bleeder valve! If a pressure bleeder is used, then bleeding can be done by one person.
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fluid replacement. It was clear and logical advice backed up with superb illustrations. Joseph
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step-by-step instructions work fine. I'm back on the road again. Thanks a lot. Booker T. Mason ll
Jan 23, I noticed l did not bleed my brakes from left to right, start in the rear and only pumped
the pedal about seven times. Thank you very much. Mar 11, The master cylinder on my vehicle
was replaced, but there was a squeaky noise. I looked it up and realized that the auto repair
didn't bleed the brakes. Brave Phiri Mar 9, I just followed the steps, now I can handle brake
problems so easily because of this article. Nick Namanny Mar 7, I didn't know I was bleeding
brakes the wrong way all these years. Thanks for info. Courtney Coombs Feb 22, I didn't know
how to do it and I had to pay someone to do it, now that's a thing of the past. William Maliha Mar
13, Very well done technical writing for the layman. Good job! Chuck Rubner May 8, It went very
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change a part of the brake system, you will need to bleed the brake system afterward. This
means removing all the air in the system. The reason you have to bleed the brakes is that air is
compressible and if there is air in the system, then the brake pedal will feel soft. The reason the
brake pedal will be soft and mushy is that the air will have to be pushed out of the way before
the fluid can do what it is supposed to do. This can be dangerous because it means that it will
take longer to stop. Well, bleeding the ABS module can be a bit more of a challenge, but this
article will explain how to do it. Before going into how to bleed the ABS module, we will first
briefly explain how to bleed the brakes. This is because you might think you have air in the
module, but it is really in another part of the system. It is best to make sure that the rest of the
system is free of air first before trying to bleed the ABS module because bleeding the ABS
module can be a challenge for someone to do on their own. For bleeding the air out of the brake
system itself, it also helps to have a partner. The way you bleed air out of the brake system is by
opening the bleeder valves at the proper time. You want to make sure you have clean fluid ready
first though before bleeding the lines however you want to open all the bleeder valves and let
them drain. You also want to suck out all the old fluid from the master cylinder. Once the master
cylinder is empty, you can add in new fluid. To get the rest of the old fluid in the air out though
you will need a partner to make it easier. You put the hose that you are bleeding into some fresh
brake fluid. Then you have your helper depress the brake pedal with enough force to stop at a
light. After they depress the brake you loosen the bleeding valve a quarter turn. This will suck
new fluid in and cause some old fluid to come out once old fluid stops coming out close the
bleeder and have the person lift their foot off the brake. You repeat this process until fresh,
clean fluid comes from the system. Depending on the vehicle you will want to start with a
certain brake line either the front or the back. This is due to how the system is set up, and there
is the most efficient way to bleed the system. You will have to look up the information
depending on the make, model, and year of your car. Bleeding the ABS module is more of a
challenge than just bleeding the brake system because the ABS module has a lot of chambers
and moving parts in it. Depending on where the air is trapped though will determine how hard it
is to bleed the ABS module. The first thing to do to bleed the ABS module is to start the car or
turn the key to where the battery is on. Then you need to depress the brake pedal. It is important
the system is under pressure before doing this to help force the air out. After the brake pedal is
depressed to loosen the brake sensor. This will cause lights to come on the dash which is what
is supposed to happen. After you loosen it to keep the brake depressed and tighten it back. This
should allow the air out and cause the lights to go off. If the air is trapped farther in the system
though you will need a special tool to get the air out, different vehicles require different dealer
tools that plug into the OBD2 port. Some OBD2 scanners can do the same thing. The tool cycles
the different valves while the brakes are under pressure to help allow air to come out. Then the
new brake fluid can go in which in turn forces more air out. After using a tool to cycle the
valves, you will then need to bleed the brake lines again manually. That is because most of the
air out of the ABS module is going to go into them. So, this leads to the question of can you
bleed the ABS module at home? Well, the answer is yes you technically can, but it is hard. That
is because the special tool that is required is expensive. You can buy one and like has been
mentioned the top of the line OBD2 scanners can also normally do what is required, but it is
costly. Also, it is hard to do at home because in order to get to the bleeding valves on the ABS
module you will normally need the car in the air. This is because it can be a tight squeeze to get
a wrench to it. It can even be a challenge to manually bleed the rest of the brake system at home
for the same reason. Sometimes ramps are enough to allow you to get to what you need to, but
space can be a challenge bleeding brakes at home without the car in the air. So, now you know
how to bleed the ABS module yourself at home, however, you also now know that it is a hard
task to do at home. That is because it can be hard to reach the bleeder valves with the car on
the ground and also that it takes a special tool to cycle the valves in the ABS module to let the
air out. Now you know all you need to know though so you can make the best decision you can
when it comes to bleeding your brakes the next time you get air in them. Your email address will
not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Hello bro how are you I need your help please tell me about Toyota altis 1. Due to

rusty lines and leaks I had to replace all of the brake lines on my Silverado including from
master cylinder to ABS module and front and rear line to calibers. I changed the fluid in the
process was able to vacuum bleed all wheels and have a solid pedal. My problem is that the rear
wheels don't release. I did not bleed the ABS module. Could both rear calibers be sticking? New
fluid came through all four bleeders. Car Diagnostic. Mike Cross. Updated Oct 17, How to bleed
brakes? Bleeding ABS Module. Life is too short to drive with stock audio. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Thank you. Recent Post. Discussion in '
Modifications And Maintenance ' started by qstarin , May 27, Log in or Sign up. Likes Received:
17 Trophy Points: I'm going to be replacing the ABS pump on my 01 RS along with everything
else in the brake system except the hardlines - and I'm looking for another way to cycle the ABS
pump besides going for a drive and locking up the brakes. Are there any Subaru techs on the
board who could provide access to an SSM lend it to me or bring it over? Are there any other
ways to "bench" cycle the pump? I read a few ideas around the net, like "hold the brake pedal
down, pull the ABS fuse, and then reinstall it" - but someone said that doesn't work. Likes
Received: 6 Trophy Points: At least that was the process for the emissions stuff I last used it
for. It wasn't showing any ABS system test but I didn't have the diagnostics connector plugged
in. I did try a radiator fan test and it popped up a dialog stating I need to plug the connector in
Shoot, doesn't want to recognize that I put the diagnostic connector in. Guess I'll have to mess
with it. Well, got the diagnostic connector working. I ran all the system tests available. None of
them cycled the ABS. Ok, so here's how you can cycle the ABS pump. I just did this and it
worked perfectly. This procedure is from the FSM, but I've reworded the steps for simplicity.
Turn ignition OFF. Here's the location of the connector. Mine was roughly behind the OBDII port,
sharing a bundle of wires with the two green test mode connectors. The two black diagnosis
connectors were taped back up into the wires and I had to pull them out of the tape to access
them. Turn ignition to ON, do not start engine. As soon as the ABS warning light goes off,
depress brake pedal and hold it. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account?
No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? This is a step by step
guide on how to do a brake fluid flush on most Subaru cars. This is even more important if you
autocros
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s or do track days with your car. Use a good performance brake fluid and not whatever is
cheapest at Autozone. I have a strong preference towards ATE and Motul brake fluid. Good fluid
combined with good brake pads like a Hawks or Carbotechs will give your Subaru great
stopping power. Install one end of a vinyl tube onto the air bleeder and insert the other end of
the tube into a container to collect the brake fluid. Brake Fluid Flush Subaru: This is a step by
step guide on how to do a brake fluid flush on most Subaru cars. Either jack-up the vehicle and
place a rigid rack under it, or lift-up the vehicle. Remove all the wheels. Drain the brake fluid
from master cylinder. Refill the reservoir tank with recommended brake fluid. Brake Fluid Flush
Subaru: Install one end of a vinyl tube onto the air bleeder and insert the other end of the tube
into a container to collect the brake fluid. Have a friend depress the brake pedal slowly two or
three times and then hold it depressed. Pages: 1 2.

